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Solar neutrino measurements in Super-Kamiokande-I
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The details of Super-Kamiokande-I’s solar neutrino analysis are given. Solar neutrino measurement in
Super-Kamiokande is a high statistics collection of 8B solar neutrinos via neutrino-electron scattering.
The analysis method and results of the 1496 day data sample are presented. The final oscillation results for
the data are presented also.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Super-Kamiokande (Super-K, SK) is an imaging water
Cherenkov detector, which detects 8B solar neutrinos by
electron scattering. Because of its unprecedented fiducial
size of 22.5 kt, Super-K has the advantage of making the
current highest statistics measurements of solar neutrinos.
It enables us to determine, with high precision, measure-
ments of the solar neutrino flux, energy spectrum, and
possible time variations of the flux.

Super-K started taking data in April 1996, and the solar
neutrino results of the first phase of SK, which ended in
July 2001 and is henceforth referred to as ‘‘SK-I,’’ are
described in this paper. In Secs. II and III, details of the
SK detector and its simulation are given. After the event
reconstruction method, detector calibration and sources of
background are described in Secs. IV, V, and VI, respec-
tively; the data analysis method and results are described in
Secs. VII and VIII. Finally, in Sec. IX the solar neutrino
oscillation analysis is discussed.

II. SUPER-KAMIOKANDE DETECTOR

A. Detector outline

As has been discussed in much greater detail elsewhere
[1], the Super-Kamiokande detector consists of about
50 000 tons of ultrapure water in a stainless steel cylindri-
cal water tank with 11 146 20-inch photomultiplier tubes
(PMT’s) in the inner detector (ID) and 1885 8-inch PMT’s
in the outer detector (OD). The diameter and height of the
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SK tank are 39.3 m and 41.4 m, respectively. The coordi-
nates of the SK tank are defined in Fig. 1. In the inner
detector, the active photodetector coverage is 40.4% while
the remainder is covered with black, polyethylene tereph-
thalate sheets, generally referred to simply as ‘‘black
sheet.’’ Signals from PMT’s are sent through an electronics
chain which can measure both the arrival time of
Cherenkov photons as well as the amount of charge they
liberate from the phototubes’ photocathodes.

The Super-K detector is located 1000 m underground
(2700 m of water equivalent) in Kamioka Observatory,
deep within the Kamioka mine in Gifu Prefecture, Japan.
The Observatory is owned and operated by the Institute for
Cosmic Ray Research, a division of the University of
Tokyo. The detector’s latitude and longitude are 36� 25’
N and 137� 18’ E, respectively. Compared to ground level,
the intensity of muons is reduced by about 10�5 at the
depth of the SK detector, and yielding a downward-going
muon rate through the detector of about 2 Hz.

As radon concentrations in the Kamioka mine air can
exceed 3000 Bq=m3 during the summer season; there are
air-tight doors between the Super-K detector area and the
42
.5
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2
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FIG. 1. Coordinates of the Super-Kamiokande detector. The Z
axis is defined as the upward direction, pointing away from the
center of the earth.
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mine tunnel. The excavated, domed area above the cylin-
drical water tank, called the ‘‘SK dome,’’ is coated with
radon-resistant plastic sheets to prevent radon in the sur-
rounding rock from entering the air above the detector.
Fresh air from outside the mine is continuously pumped
into the SK dome area at the rate of 5� 12 m3=minute. As
a result, the typical radon concentration in the SK dome air
is 20� 30 mBq=m3.

As we will see in Sec. VI, radon can lead to background
events in the solar neutrino data set. In order to keep radon
out of the detector itself, the SK tank is tightly sealed.
Radon-reduced air, produced by a special air purification
system in the mine, is continuously pumped into the space
above the water surface inside the SK tank, maintaining
positive pressure. The radon concentration of this radon-
reduced air is less than 3 mBq=m3.

Finally, the purified water in the SK tank is continuously
circulated through the water purification system in the
3
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FIG. 2. (a) The average dark noise rate of the PMT’s used in
SK-I. The dashed lines show the acceptable range for use in the
solar neutrino analysis. (b) Number of dead PMT’s in SK-I. Note
that sometimes repairs were possible, usually involving the
replacement of broken high voltage supplies, leading to sudden
drops in the number of dead PMT’s.
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mine at the rate of about 35 tons=hour. This means that
the entire 50 kt water volume of the detector is passed
through the filtration system once every two months or so.

B. Photomultiplier tubes

The PMT’s used in the inner part of SK are the 20-inch
diameter PMT’s developed by Hamamatsu Photonics K. K.
in cooperation with members of the original Kamiokande
experiment [2]. Detailed descriptions of these PMT’s, in-
cluding their quantum efficiencies, single photoelectron
distributions, timing resolutions, and so on, may be found
elsewhere [3].

Good timing resolution for light arrival at each PMT is
essential for event reconstruction. It is around 3 nsec for
single photoelectron light levels.

The dark noise rate of the PMT’s is measured to be
around 3.5 kHz on average and it was stable over the SK-
I data-taking period as shown in Fig. 2(a). The number of
accidental hits caused by this dark noise is estimated to be
about 2 hits in any 50 nsec time window. For the solar
neutrino analysis, this is corrected during the energy cal-
culation as described later in this paper.

Over time some of the PMT’s malfunctioned by produc-
ing anomalously high dark noise rates or emitting spark-
generated light (a tube which makes its own light is called a
‘‘flasher’’). The high voltage supplied to these malfunc-
tioning PMT’s was turned off shortly after the malfunc-
tions arose, rendering the tubes in question ‘‘dead.’’ The
number of dead PMT’s is shown in Fig. 2(b).

The dark noise rate, plus the numbers of excessively
noisy and dead PMT’s are taken into account in our
Monte Carlo (MC) detector simulation and also corrected
for during event reconstruction.

C. Trigger efficiency

A data acquisition trigger is generated whenever a cer-
tain number of PMT’s are fired within a sliding 200 nsec
window. Timing and charge information of each fired PMT
is digitized once such a hardware trigger is issued. The ID
and OD trigger logic are independent of each other.

When SK-I began data taking in 1996, two threshold
levels, called the low energy (LE) trigger and the high
energy (HE) trigger, were set in the ID. The threshold
number of PMT’s for LE and HE triggers were about 29
and 33 PMTs, respectively. This LE hardware trigger
threshold corresponded to a 50% triggering efficiency at
5.7 MeV. In order to avoid hardware trigger efficiency
issues, the LE analysis threshold was ultimately set to
6.5 MeV, where the LE hardware trigger efficiency is
essentially 100%.

From May of 1997, a third ID hardware trigger threshold
called the super low energy (SLE) trigger was added.
Originally set at 24 PMT’s, which provided 50% triggering
efficiency at 4.6 MeV, the addition of the SLE trigger
served to increase the raw trigger rate from 10 Hz to
-3



TABLE I. History of the trigger. The units for rate and livetime are Hz and %, respectively.

Start date CPUs Online trigger rate Filtered trigger rate Hardware thres. Analysis thres. SLE live time
(hits) (MeV) (MeV)

4/96 0 10 10 29 5.7 6.5 0
5/97 1 120 15 24 4.6 5.0 96.5
2/99 2 120 15 23 4.6 5.0 99.3
9/99 6 580 43 20 4.0 5.0 99.95
9/00 12 1700 140 17 3.5 4.5 99.99
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120 Hz. These SLE events were then passed to an online
fast vertex fitter, whose operation is described in Sec. IVA.

Since most of these very low energy events are caused
by �’s from the rock surrounding the detector and radio-
active decay in the PMT glass itself, the fast vertex fitter
was used to reject SLE events with event vertices outside
the nominal 22.5 kton fiducial volume. This software filter-
ing procedure and its associated online computer hardware
was called the Intelligent Trigger, and it filtered the 110 Hz
of SLE triggered events down to just 5 Hz of SLE events
whose vertices fell within Super-K’s fiducial volume. Thus
a total event rate of 14.6 Hz was transmitted out of the
Kamioka mine for eventual offline reduction and analysis.

In 1999, and again in 2000, the Intelligent Trigger
system was upgraded with additional CPU’s. By the end
of SK-I it provided 100% triggering efficiency at 4.5 MeV
and 97% efficiency at 4.0 MeV. Table I shows the history of
the trigger as a function of time.

The trigger efficiency was checked with both 16N cali-
bration data from our DT generator, written in Sec. V B 2 in
detail, and events from a Ni�n; ��Ni gamma source. It also
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FIG. 3 (color). Trigger efficiency as a function of energy. The
left plot shows the efficiency as a function of reconstructed
energy (see Sec. IV C for the details of reconstructed energy).
The May 1997 LE triggers (black circles with black line) and
SLE triggers (white circles with red line) were calculated using a
Ni�n; ��Ni gamma source, while the SLE triggers on September
1999 (triangles with green line) and September 2000 (stars with
blue line) were calculated using 16N events from a DT generator.
The right plot shows the efficiency as a function of true electron
total energy obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation. Identically
colored lines represent the same calibration data samples in both
plots.
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was continuously monitored using prescaled samples of
real, unfiltered SLE triggered events. The left plot of Fig. 3
shows the typical trigger efficiency curve as a function of
reconstructed energy, which is obtained from the number
of hit PMT’s after various corrections are applied (see
Sec. IV C for more details). The systematic error caused
by trigger efficiency is calculated from the difference
between data and MC in these DT and Ni calibrations. In
order to get the value of this systematic error, we took an
average over volume and data-taking time for each trigger
condition. A trigger efficiency curve as a function of true
electron energy is calculated by a Monte Carlo simula-
tion—it is shown in the right plot of Fig. 3. This plot is for
events whose vertices fall within the fiducial volume of the
detector (i.e., their true vertex positions are more than 2 m
from the PMT wall).
III. SIMULATION

In the simulation of solar neutrino events in Super-
Kamiokande-I there are several steps: generate solar neu-
trinos, determine recoil electron kinematics, generate and
track Cherenkov light in water, and simulate response of
electronics.

In order to generate the 8B solar neutrino spectrum
in Monte Carlo, the calculated spectrum based on the 8B
decay measurement of Ortiz et al. [4] was used. Figure 4(a)
shows the input solar neutrino energy distribution for 8B
neutrinos. For the uncertainty in the spectrum we have
adopted the estimation by Bahcall et al. [5].

In the next step, the recoil electron energy from the
following reaction

�� e! �� e (3.1)

is calculated. Figure 4(b) shows the differential cross sec-
tion. The ��e; e� scattering cross section is approximately 6
times larger than ���;�; e� because the scattering of �e on
an electron can take place through both charged and
neutral-current interactions, while in the case of ��;�
only neutral-current interactions take place. The radiative
corrections in the scattering are considered also [6].
Figure 4(c) shows the expected spectrum of recoil elec-
trons in SK without neutrino oscillations. The uncertainty
in these cross sections is discussed in [6]. For the calcu-
lation of systematic error arising from the 8B solar neutrino
-4
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FIG. 4. (a) Input distributions of 8B (solid line) and hep
(dashed line) solar neutrino energies. (b) The cross section of
the interaction for �e (solid line) and ��;� (dashed line) with
electrons as a function of neutrino energy. (c) The spectrum of
recoil electrons scattered by 8B and hep solar neutrinos.
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and neutrino scattering cross section uncertainties, we
assume the maximum and minimum value within the
uncertainty in each input parameter and use them to cal-
culate the expected fluxes. The errors were then assigned
by comparing these shifted values with the corresponding
central values.

Assuming the 8B flux of BP2004 [7] (5:79�
106 =cm2= sec ) and before taking into account the detec-
tor’s trigger requirements, the expected number of �e
scatter events in SK is 325.6 events per day. MC events
are generated assuming a rate of 10 recoil electron events
per minute for the full operation time of SK-I, yielding a
total of 24 273 070 simulated solar neutrino events.

We have used GEANT3.21 for simulation of particle track-
ing through the detector. Since the tracking of Cherenkov
light is especially important in the Super-K detector, pa-
rameters related to photon tracking are fine-tuned through
the use of several calibration sources.
112001
Figure 5 shows the wavelength dependence of various
water coefficients in our MC. Rayleigh scattering is domi-
nant at short wavelengths with a 1=�4 dependence. The �
dependence of absorption and Mie scattering are empiri-
cally set to 1=�4 at shorter wavelengths, while the absorp-
tion for longer wavelengths are taken from a separate study
[8]. The absorption and scattering coefficients in MC are
tuned using LINAC calibration data (see Sec. V B 1) so as
to match the MC and data energy scale in each position in
the detector.

The water quality in SK changes as a function of time as
shown in Fig. 17; this change in water quality was taken
into account in the MC simulation. By comparing photon
arrival timing distributions using calibration data, it was
found that the change in water attenuation length is mainly
due to change in the absorption coefficient. So, we fixed
Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering coefficients to be
constant over the entire data-taking period and vary only
the absorption coefficient in the MC simulation. Figure 6
shows the result. The solid line shows the translation of
water transparency into the absorption coefficient. The
lower panel shows the deviation of the peak of the recon-
structed energy from the peak of the input energy as a
function of water transparency—the deviation is less than
�0:2%. The coefficients of each process at shorter wave-
length are summarized as follows:
8:00� 107=�4 	nm
 �1=m�:Rayleigh scat.;

1:00� 108=�4 	nm
 �1=m�:Mie scat.;

�2:74� 9:27� � 107=�4 	nm
 �1=m�:absorption:
-5
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IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION METHOD

A. Vertex

Electrons in the energy region of interest for solar neu-
trinos (below 20 MeV) can travel only a few centimeters in
water, so their Cherenkov light is approximately a point
source. The reconstruction of this vertex relies solely on
the relative timing of the ‘‘hits,’’ i.e., PMT’s struck by one
or more Cherenkov photons. Since the number of observed
Cherenkov photons and therefore the likelihood of a mul-
tiple hit PMT is comparatively small, about seven recorded
photons per MeV of deposited energy, the pulse heights of
the hits typically follows a one photoelectron distribution
and yields no information about the light intensity nor the
distance to the source. For the same reason it is also
impossible to separate reflected or scattered Cherenkov
photons and PMT dark noise from direct light based
upon PMT pulse height. The vertex reconstruction assumes
that a photon originating from vertex ~v and ending in hit ~hi
is traveling on a straight path and therefore takes the time
j ~v� ~hij=c where c is the group velocity of light in water
(about 21:6 cm=nsec). Therefore, assuming only direct
light, the effective hit times �i � ti � j ~v� ~hij=c at vertex
~v of all PMT’s should peak around the time of the event
with the width of the PMT timing resolution for single
photoelectrons (about 3 nsec). Light scattering and reflec-
tion (as well as dark noise, prepulsing and afterpulsing of
the PMT’s) introduces tails in the distribution which will
112001
strongly bias the reconstruction if a �2 is used to evaluate
the goodness of fit g for a given vertex. Therefore, we use a
‘‘truncated �2’’

g� ~v� �
XN
i�1

e��1=2�	��i�t0�=�t
2 ; (4.1)

where t0 is the center of a 10-nsec wide search window in �
which maximizes the number of hits inside. The vertex is
reconstructed by the maximization of this goodness vary-
ing ~v.

We use three different vertex reconstruction algorithms.
Our standard vertex fit is used to reconstruct event direc-
tion and energy and to compute the likelihood of an event
to be due to spallation. Only events inside the fiducial
volume (2 m away from the closest PMT) are considered.
The Super-K background rate below about 7 MeV rises
rapidly with falling energy; most of this background is due
to light emanating from or near the PMT’s themselves and
is reconstructed outside the fiducial volume. However, the
rate of misreconstructed events (background events outside
the fiducial volume which get reconstructed inside) in-
creases rapidly with falling energy due to long resolution
tails. We therefore reconstruct the vertex using a second
vertex fitter whose vertex distribution has smaller tails and
then accept only events reconstructed inside the fiducial
volume by both fits. To reduce the rate of SK events stored
to tape, we remove SLE events which reconstruct outside
of the fiducial volume online. Unfortunately, both offline
fitters are too slow to keep up with the trigger rate (see
Sec. II A) of SLE events and so we are forced to use a fast
reconstruction to prefilter these events. If the vertex of the
fast online fit is inside the fiducial volume the event is
reconstructed later by the other two fits.

To ensure convergence of the maximum search, the
standard fit first evaluates the vertex goodness on a
Cartesian grid (see Fig. 7). For a reasonably speedy search
in spite of Super-Kamiokande’s large size, a coarse grid of
57 points with a grid constant of 397.5 cm is chosen for the
xy plane with nine such layers in z separated by 380 cm.
Since the grid is coarse, the timing resolution �t is artifi-
cially set to 10 nsec to smear out the maximum goodness.
After the single coarse grid point with the largest goodness
is identified, the goodness is calculated at the 27 points of a
3� 3� 3 cube centered on this grid point with a timing
resolution of �t � 5 nsec and a spatial grid separation of
156 cm. If the largest resulting goodness is not in the
center, the cube is shifted so that the largest goodness is
in the center of the new cube. Otherwise, the cube is
contracted by a factor of 2.7. If the spatial grid separation
of the cube reaches 5 cm the maximum search is finished
and the reconstructed vertex is the point with the largest
found goodness.

To limit the bias of the vertex reconstruction due to the
tails in the timing residuals �i � t0, the hits that go in the
vertex fit are selected. Since the event vertex is not known,
-6
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the hit selection must be based on the absolute hit times ti
(and the spatial distribution of the hits ~hi). The hit selection
of the standard reconstruction first finds the start time of a
sliding 200 nsec window (the time required for a photon to
cross the diagonal of the detector) which contains the
largest number of hits. The rate of late/early hits (back-
ground) per nsec is determined by counting the hits outside
the window. From this rate, the background inside the
window is estimated. The size of the window is then
reduced in an attempt to optimize the direct light signal
divided by the square root of the late/early hit background.
The hits in the resulting, optimal timing window are those
selected to compute the vertex goodness.

The second vertex reconstruction (to reduce misrecon-
structed events originating from the PMT’s) modifies the
hit selection and the search grid. For two direct light hits i
and j, the timing difference �tij is limited to �tij < j ~hi �
~hjj=c (see Fig. 8). We select the largest set of hits whose hit

pairs obey �tij < j ~hi � ~hjj=c after eliminating ‘‘isolated
hits’’ (hits which are further away than 1250 cm or further
away than 35 nsec from the nearest neighboring hit). With
these selected hits we perform a grid search with a circular
grid of 60 points on the xy plane (grid constant 397.5 cm)
and nine such planes in z separated by 380 cm with a
timing resolution of 9.35 nsec. The best-fit point is inter-
polated from the grid points with the largest goodness.
After that, 27 points of a cylindrical section around that
point with an initial grid constant of 147.1 cm and 5 nsec
resolution are tested. As in the standard reconstruction, the
section is moved (if the center point does not have the
largest goodness) or reduced in size by a factor of 0.37 (if it
112001
does), and the search is finished once the grid constant falls
below 5 cm.

The fast fit, used to prefilter SLE events online, also
eliminates isolated hits (i.e., all other hits separated by
either more than 10 m or more than 33.3 nsec) to reduce
the effects of dark noise and reflected or scattered light.
Then the absolute peak time is estimated by maximizing
the number of PMT hits within a 16.7-nsec wide sliding
timing window. PMTs that are in the interval (� 33:3 ns,
100 nsec) with respect to the peak time are selected. An
initial vertex is calculated by shifting a simple average of
the selected PMT positions 2 m toward the detector’s
center. The time at the event vertex is also determined;
this time must be smaller than the absolute peak time yet
-7



TABLE II. Search parameters for the fast fit.

Step Size (cm) t0 � �t (ns) a0 � �a twin (ns)

1 800 2:1� 10:2 0:534� 0:134 (� 66:7, 100.0)

1 2:7� 6:1 0:534� 0:134 (� 40:0, 66.7)
2 400 2:3� 6:0 0:534� 0:134 (� 33:3, 50.0)
3–5 2:3� 6:0 0:534� 0:134 (� 25:0, 33.3)

1 1:5� 4:7 0:1g for a < 0:2, a � 0:9 (� 20:0, 33.3)
2 200 2:2� 4:5 g for 0:3  a < 0:85 (� 20:0, 33.3)
3–5 1:1� 4:1 0:5g otherwise (� 20:0, 26.7)

1–8 100 0:6� 3:2 none (� 13:3, 16.7)
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not differ from it by more than 117 nsec. The initial vertex
time is chosen to be 58.3 nsec before the absolute peak
time. It is then corrected to the average of all time-of-flight
subtracted PMT times that are in the interval (� 133:3 ns,
200 nsec) around the initial time. The magnitude of the
anisotropy

~a �

P
selected hits

qi� ~hi � ~v�=j ~hi � ~vjP
selected hits

qi
(4.2)

also is calculated at this stage. Next, 18 points around the
initial vertex are tested with an initial search radius of 8 m
(see Fig. 9), while the goodness g is modified to take into
account the anisotropy. At first, the goodness is multiplied
by the factor e�0:5��a�a0�=�a�2 . Later in the search, this factor
is replaced by a table. The times are shifted by the expected
mismatch between the average vertex time and the vertex
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FIG. 10 (color). Distance from reconstructed to correct vertex
for 8B Monte Carlo events with total recoil electron energy
above 4.5 MeV. The inserted panel magnifies the distributions
near zero on a linear scale.
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peak time t0. Only hits inside a time interval around the
shifted vertex time are considered. The search radii, time
shifts, time resolutions, anisotropy factors, and time inter-
vals are listed in Table II.

As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, the performance of all three
fitters is evaluated using 8B Monte Carlo. The distribution
of the distance between the reconstructed and correct
vertex is analyzed for each fit (see Fig. 10); the vertex
resolution is extracted as the distance which contains
68.2% of all reconstructed vertices. For recoil electrons
above 4.5 MeV, the fast fit shows the worst resolution
(115 cm). However, it has the lowest rate of very distant
misfits (> 30 m). The resolution of the standard fit is
102 cm, while the second fit’s resolution is 94 cm.
Figure 11 shows the vertex resolution as a function of
generated total recoil electron energy. Since the vertex
reconstruction occasionally fails (due to a number of se-
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events reconstruct inside a sphere of radius � from correct
vertex) of 8B Monte Carlo events as a function of total recoil
electron energy. The curves on the right-hand side show the
fraction of reconstructed events as a function of total recoil
electron energy.
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lected hits that is too small), the efficiency to reconstruct
the event anywhere at all is also plotted.

B. Direction

Since the recoil electron preserves the direction of the
solar neutrino, directional reconstruction is important for
solar neutrino analysis. This characteristic directionality is
used to extract the solar neutrino signal in Super-K. To
calculate the direction, a maximum likelihood method
using the Cherenkov ring pattern is adopted. The like-
lihood function is

L� ~d� �
XN30

i

log�f�cos�dir��i �
cos�i
a��i�

; (4.3)

where N30 is the number of hit PMT’s with residual times
within a 30 nsec window and f�cos�dir� is the function that
represents the distribution of the opening angle between
the particle direction and the vector from the reconstructed
vertex to the hit PMT position made by MC. A plot of
f�cos�dir� for 10 MeV electrons is shown in Fig. 12. The
distribution is broad with the peak at 42� because of the
effects of electron multiple scattering and Cherenkov light
scattering in water. �i is the opening angle between the
direction of the vector from the reconstructed vertex to the
ith hit PMT position and the direction that PMT is facing.
a��i� is the acceptance of PMT’s as a function of �i which
is made by MC. The direction is reconstructed as Eq. (4.3)
becomes maximum using a grid search method whose step
sizes are 20�, 9�, 4�, 1.6�.

The quality of the directional reconstruction is estimated
from the differences between the generated and recon-
structed directions using MC. Figure 13 shows the direc-
tional resolution dependence on energy within the fiducial
volume; it uses directions which are generated uniformly.
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FIG. 12. The distribution of the opening angle between the
direction of the generated particle and the vector from the
reconstructed vertex to the hit PMT position. This plot is made
for 10 MeV electron MC events.
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Here, the resolution is defined as the 68% point for the
angle difference distribution. The angular resolution for
10 MeV electrons is about 25�.

C. Energy

The energy of a fully contained charged particle in
Super-Kamiokande is approximately proportional to the
number of generated Cherenkov photons, and thus is also
proportional to the total number of photoelectrons in the
resulting hit PMT’s. When the particle’s energy is low it is
also proportional to the number of hit PMT’s because in
such a case the number of Cherenkov photons collected by
any given PMT is almost always zero or one. In order to
avoid the effect of noise hits with higher charge, the
number of hit PMT’s (Nhit) with some corrections is used
for energy determination for the solar neutrino analysis. In
order to reject accidental hits due to dark noise in the
PMT’s, only the hit PMT’s with residual times within a
50 nsec window are used for calculating Nhit. Moreover,
we applied several corrections to Nhit, yielding an effective
number of hits (Neff) which has the same value at every
position in the detector for a given particle energy. These
corrections account for the variation of the water trans-
parency, the geometric acceptance of each hit PMT, the
number of bad PMT’s, the PMT dark noise rate, and so on.
The equation for Neff is

Neff �
XNhit

i�1

�
�Xi � 	tail � 	dark� �

Nall

Nnormal
�

Rcover

S��i; 
i�

� exp
�

ri
��run�

�
�Gi�t�

�
; (4.4)

where Xi is an occupancy used to estimate the effect of
multiple photoelectrons, 	tail is the correction for late hits
outside the 50 nsec window, and 	dark is for dark noise
correction. The definition of Xi is as follows:
-9
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Xi �

(
log 1

1�xi
xi

xi < 1
3 xi � 1;

(4.5)

where xi is the ratio of the number of hit PMT’s to the total
number of PMT’s in a 3� 3 patch around the ith hit PMT.
This correction estimates the number of photons which
arrived at the ith hit PMT by using the number of hit
PMT’s surrounding it. Here, the ratio of the unhit PMT’s
in this patch of nine tubes is 1� xi.

The second factor is the bad PMT correction, where Nall

is the total number of PMT’s, 11 146, and Nnormal is the
number of properly operating PMT’s for the relevant
subrun.

The third factor is the effective photo coverage. The
average of the photo coverage, which is the ratio of the
area covered by PMT’s to all inner detector area, is
Rcover � 0:4041. However, the effective photo coverage
changes with the incident angle of the photon to the
PMT. Therefore, we applied a coverage correction, where
S��i; 
i� is the photo coverage from the directional vantage
point of �i, 
i. Figure 14 shows this function.

The fourth factor is the water transparency correction,
where ri is the distance from the reconstructed vertex to the
ith hit PMT position, and � is water transparency.

The fifth factor, G�t�i, is the gain correction at the single
photoelectron level as a function of the time of the manu-
facture of each PMT.

Finally, the conversion function from Neff to energy is
determined by uniformly generated Monte Carlo vertices.
This is total energy; all mention of ‘‘energy’’ hereafter
refers to total energy, i.e. including the scattered electron’s
rest mass and momentum. The relation to energy is calcu-
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FIG. 14. Function of the effective photo coverage’s depen-
dence on the incident angle to a PMT.
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lated by the following equation:

E � �� �Neff�1� �Neff�1� Neff�1� 	Neff���:

(4.6)

Here � � 0:735, � � 0:134, � � 6:049� 10�4,  �
6:441� 10�3, and 	 � 1:541� 10�3. The typical conver-
sion factor from Neff to energy is 6.97. The energy resolu-
tion also is estimated by the same MC described above.
Figure 15 shows the energy resolution as a function of
energy; it is 14.2% for 10 MeV electrons.

D. Muon

Precise reconstruction of cosmic ray muon tracks which
penetrate the Super-K detector is needed for the solar
neutrino analysis. This is because nuclear spallation events
induced by these cosmic ray muons are a dominant back-
ground to the solar neutrino signal, and the correlation in
time and space between spallation events and their parent
muons is extremely useful in rejecting the spallation back-
ground. Hence, the track position precision requirement for
our muon fitter is about 70 cm since the vertex resolution
for low energy events with energies around 10 MeV is also
about 70 cm.

The muon fitter has three components; an ‘‘initial fitter,’’
a ‘‘TDC fitter,’’ and a ‘‘geometric check.’’

The initial fitter assumes the position of the first fired
PMT is the entrance point of a cosmic ray muon, and the
center of gravity of the saturated tubes’ positions as the exit
point. The PMT at the exit point has the most photoelec-
trons (p.e.’s) of all PMT’s; the expected value is up to
500 p.e. However, our front end electronics saturate at
�230 p:e: in a single tube, and so typically several dozen
PMT’s near the exit point are saturated. Therefore, the
reconstructed exit point is not the position of the most-hit
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determined using Monte Carlo events.
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PMT, but rather the center of gravity of the saturated tubes’
positions.

For the entrance position search, we consider the dark
noise of the PMT’s. For SK-I the dark noise rate of a
typical PMT was �3:5 kHz, though it could rise to
>10 kHz in the case of a ‘‘noisy PMT.’’ In the initial fitter,
the following methods are used to reject dark noise hits:
(1) C
200 250
harge information of PMT.—The fitter requires
that the PMT at the entrance point have more than
2 p.e., because typical dark hit PMT’s have less than
1 p.e. while the amount of charge which they receive
from a muon is several p.e.’s.
(2) T
 0
0 100 200 300

cm

0
0 2.5 5 7.5 10

degree

FIG. 16. Performance of the muon fitter. Left (right) figure
shows the vertex (angular) correlation between generated and
reconstructed Monte Carlo muon tracks. The area to the left of
the dashed line in both plots shows the 1� � ( � 68%) included
iming information of eight neighbor PMT’s.—
Cosmic ray muons emit lots of Cherenkov light
(� 340 photons=cm), so several PMT’s near the
entrance point should record photons at the same
time. The fitter therefore requires that the PMT at
the entrance point have more than five fired neigh-
bor PMT’s within 5 nsec.
region.
The results of the initial fitter are then used as initial values
by the next stage.

The TDC fitter is a fitter based on a grid search method
using timing information. In this fitter, a goodness of fit
also is defined to obtain the best track of the muon:

g� ~v� �
XN
i�1

e��1=2�	��i�t0�=�f��t�
2 ; (4.7)

where the definitions are the same as for the ‘‘truncated
�2’’ in Sec. IVA except for the factor (f), which is found to
be 1.5 by Monte Carlo. The TDC fitter surveys a circle of
radius 5.5 m from the exit point obtained by initial fitter
and then obtains the direction which maximizes the
goodness.

The muon fitter determines the muon track by using two
independent parameters, timing and charge, and the two
results are sometimes different. For example, in the case of
muon bundle events, PMT’s near the exit point fire at early
times, because the velocity of a cosmic ray muon is faster
than that of light in water. As a result of these early hits, the
exit point can sometimes be mistaken for an entrance point.
In order to reject this kind of misfit, the geometric check
fitter estimates the consistency of both previous fitters by
requiring the following after the TDC fit:
(i) T
here is no saturated PMT within 3 m from the
entrance point.
(ii) T
here should be some saturated PMT within 3 m
from the exit point.
The muon events which do not satisfy these requirements
are regarded as failed reconstructions.

We estimated the performance of the muon fitter by
using Monte Carlo events. Figure 16 shows the vertex
and angular resolutions. For the entrance point, the 1-�
vertex resolution is estimated to be 68 cm. This value
corresponds closely to the spacing interval between each
PMT, 70.7 cm. The vertex resolution of exit point is 40 cm,
Therefore, the distance between the actual muon track and
112001
the fitted one is estimated to be less than 70 cm, which
means that this muon fitter satisfies our precision require-
ment. The angular resolution is estimated to be 1.6�.
V. CALIBRATION

A. Water transparancy measurement

Cherenkov photons can travel up to 60 m before reach-
ing PMT’s in Super-K, and so light attenuation and scat-
tering in water directly affects the number of photons that
are detected by the PMT’s. Since the energy of an event is
mainly determined from the number of hit PMT’s, the
water transparency (WT) must be precisely determined
for an accurate energy measurement.

The water transparency in SK is monitored continuously
by using the decay electrons (and positrons) from cosmic
ray � events that stop in the detector: �� ! e� � ��e �
��, and �� ! e� � �e � ���. At SK’s underground depth
(2700 meter water equivalent), cosmic ray muons reach the
detector at a rate of �2 Hz. Approximately 6000 �’s per
day stop in the inner detector and produce a decay electron
(or positron). In order to monitor the WT effectively, it is
important to have a pure sample of electron events from
muon decay (�-e decay) events. Several criteria are ap-
plied to select these events:
(i) T
-11
he time difference (�T) between the stopping �
event and the �-e decay candidate must satisfy:
2:0 � sec<�T < 8:0 � sec .
(ii) T
he reconstructed vertex of the �-e decay candi-
date must be contained within the 22.5 kton fiducial
volume.
(iii) N
hit must be at least 50.

These criteria select �1500 �-e decay events daily, which
is sufficient statistics to search for variation in the WT in
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one week. The average energy of the �-e decay events is
�37 MeV, which is much higher than that of solar neu-
trinos (< 20 MeV). Therefore, the �-e decays cannot be
used for the absolute energy calibration. However, they can
be used to monitor the stability of water transparency and
energy scale over time.

In order to remove the effects of scattered and reflected
light, hit PMT’s are selected by the following criteria:
(1) PMT’s must have timing that falls within the 50 nsec
timing window, after the time-of-flight subtraction,
(2) PMT’s must be within a cone of opening angle 32� �
52� with respect to the direction of the �-e decay event. A
plot of the number of hit PMT’s vs distance from the vertex
to the PMT is made using the selected PMT’s, fit with a
linear function, and the inverse of the slope gives the water
transparency.

Figure 17(a) shows variations in the WT as a function of
time. Each point on the plot represents WT for one week.
In order to reduce the effects of statistical fluctuations on
the weekly measurement, the WT for a given week is
defined as a running average over five weeks of data.
Figure 17(b) plots the meanNeff value for�-e decay events
in SK-I. From this figure, it can be seen that the energy
scale has remained stable to within�0:5% during the SK-I
runtime.

B. Energy calibration

The energy scale calibration is necessary to correctly
convert the effective number of hits (Neff) to the total
112001
energy of the recoil electrons induced by solar neutrinos.
LINAC and DT calibration are discussed in this section.

1. LINAC

The primary instrument for energy calibration is an
electron linear accelerator (LINAC). The LINAC calibra-
tion of Super-K has been discussed in detail elsewhere [9].
The LINAC is used to inject downward-going electrons of
known energy and position into the SK tank. The momen-
tum of these electrons is tunable, with a range of 5.08 MeV
to 16.31 MeV; this corresponds well with the energies of
interest to solar neutrino studies. LINAC data is collected
at nine different positions in the SK tank, as shown in
Fig. 18. The data are compared to MC, and MC is adjusted
until its absolute energy scale agrees well with data in all
the positions and momenta. Once adjusted, this MC is
extrapolated to cover events in all directions throughout
the entire detector.

The electrons are introduced into SK via a beam pipe
whose endcap’s exit window is a 100 �m-thick sheet of
titanium. This allows electrons to pass through without
significant momentum loss but prevents water from enter-
ing the beam pipe.

Seven different momentum data sets are taken at each
LINAC position. The absolute energy in the LINAC system
is measured with a germanium (Ge) detector. Table III
shows the different momenta used in the LINAC calibra-
tion. The average occupancy at the beam pipe endcap is set
to about 0.1 electrons/spill. The reason for this low occu-
pancy is to reduce the number of spills which include
multiple electrons.

The energy scale and resolution obtained by LINAC is
compared to MC at each position and momentum.
-12
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TABLE III. LINAC beam momentum. The second column
gives the energy measured in the Ge calibration system. The
last column lists the total energy of the electrons after leaving the
beam pipe, in which energy loss due to the 1 mm thick plastic
scintillator used for triggering and the 0.1 mm thick titanium
endcap window is taken into account.

Beam momentum
(MeV=c)

Ge energy
(MeV)

In-tank energy
(MeV)

5.08 4.25 4.89
6.03 5.21 5.84
7.00 6.17 6.79
8.86 8.03 8.67
10.99 10.14 10.78
13.65 12.80 13.44
16.31 15.44 16.09
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Figure 19(a) shows the deviation in the energy scale be-
tween data and MC. Figure 19(b) shows the average over
all the positions from (a). The deviation at each position is
less than 1% and the position averaged momentum depen-
dence of the deviation is less than 0.5%.

Figure 20(a) shows the deviation of the energy resolu-
tion at each energy and position in LINAC calibration
between data and MC, and 20(b) shows these deviations
averaged over all positions. The difference in reconstructed
energy resolution between data and MC is less than 2.5%.

The absolute energy scale of the detector was tuned by
using the LINAC calibration data. The uncertainty of the
absolute energy scale comes from the uncertainties of
water transparency measurement when the LINAC calibra-
tion data was taken (0.22%), position dependence of the
energy scale (0.21%), time variation of the energy scale
obtained by LINAC calibration (0.11%), tuning accuracy
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FIG. 19. The relative difference between the reconstructed
energy of LINAC data and the corresponding MC. (a) The results
are shown for all positions and beam momenta. (b) Averaged
over all positions. The dashed lines show�0:5%. See Fig. 18 for
the positions.
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of MC simulation (0.1%), electron beam energy determi-
nation in LINAC calibration (0.21%), and directional de-
pendence of energy scale since the LINAC beam is only
downward going (0.5%). Adding those contributions in
quadrature, the total uncertainty of Super-K-I’s absolute
energy scale is estimated to be 0.64%.

2. 16N from the DT generator

Even though the energy scale is determined from
LINAC calibration and is fixed, 16N also was used as a
calibration source. Since events from 16N decay are iso-
tropic, they are useful in probing the directional depen-
dence of the energy scale. Also, because of the portability
of the DT generator we were able to probe the energy scale
at many positions in the detector on a monthly basis.

With a half-life of 7.13 sec, the Q value of the decay of
16N is 10.4 MeV, and the most probable decay mode
produces a 6.1 MeV � ray together with a � decay electron
of maximum energy 4.3 MeV. Man-made 16N was obtained
using a deuterium-tritium neutron generator (‘‘DT genera-
tor’’). The DT generator uses the fusion reaction 2H�
3H! 4He� n to produce 14.2 MeV neutrons. A fraction
of the neutrons collide with 16O to produce 16N. The DT
generator thus provided us with a large sample of essen-
tially background free 16N data for use in energy scale
calibration. More details about the DT generator are given
elsewhere [10].

The 16N decay energy spectrum is a superposition of
several � ray lines and � continua of various end points.
The reconstructed energy spectrum has a peak around
Epeak � 6:9� 7:0 MeV. The shape of the peak region
(5:5� 9:0 MeV) is approximated by a Gaussian with a
width of 1:6� 1:7 MeV. The deviation of this energy peak
between data and MC is measured. Figure 21 shows 31
-13
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data sets of DT results during two years of running, and it
shows the deviation is within�1% when averaged over all
positions.

The direction dependence of the energy scale is mea-
sured as follows. First, the deviation between data and MC
is calculated for all directions. Then it is calculated for two
divided data samples: events in the upward or downward
directions. It should be noted that in all cases, the energy
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scale is averaged over the detector volume. Figure 22
shows plots comparing the energy scale obtained from
using just downward- or upward-going events to that de-
termined by using the entire sample. The difference is
within �0:6%.

C. Vertex calibration

Figure 23 shows the differences of the vertex resolution
between data and MC in LINAC with several energies and
positions. These differences are less than �5 cm.

The vertex shift in the reconstruction is estimated using
a Ni�n; ��Ni gamma source, [1] because the gamma ray is
emitted in almost uniform directions. The vertex shift is
TABLE IV. The vertex shift measured by Ni�n; ��Ni gamma
source calibration. The unit is cm.

Position �x �y �z

(35.3, �70:7, �1200) �1:8 �1:9 �2:8
(35.3, �70:7, 0) 0.6 �0:5 �2:8
(35.3, �70:7, �1200) �1:1 �1:7 0.6
(35.3, �70:7, �1600) 0.0 �3:2 �3:5
(35.3, �1555:4, �1200) �5:5 8.6 �9:1
(35.3, �1555:4, 0) �5:5 23.4 �3:0
(35.3, �1555:4, �1200) �0:5 7.0 6.0
(35.3, �1555:4, �1600) �3:3 7.6 2.7
(35.3, �1201:9, �1200) �4:2 5.4 �9:1
(35.3, �1201:9, 0) �1:4 15.5 �2:2
(35.3, �1201:9, �1200) 2.5 8.9 4.2
(1520.0, �70:9, �1200) �5:7 �1:4 �10:3
(1520.0, �70:9, 0) �18:6 �3:0 �4:0
(1520.0, �70:9, �1200) �12:6 �1:0 6.2
(� 35:3, �1555:4, �1200) 3.7 �11:4 �8:6
(� 35:3, �1555:4, 0) 6.6 �19:5 �2:0
(� 35:3, �1555:4, �1200) 1.6 �20:3 7.2

-14
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defined as a vector from an averaged position of the
reconstructed vertex of the data to that of a corresponding
MC. Table IV shows the vertex shift at several source
positions. The systematic error for the solar neutrino flux
as a result of vertex shift (which could move events in or
out of the fiducial volume) is evaluated from these values,
and it is �1:3%.

D. Direction calibration

The angular resolution is calibrated by LINAC data and
MC. Figure 24 shows the angular resolution variation in
each energy and position between LINAC and Monte Carlo
events. The difference in angular resolution between
LINAC data and MC is less than �0:5�.

We have applied this difference as a correction factor to
the expected signal shape then taken the same amount of
the correction as our systematic error due to angular reso-
lution. This systematic error is 1.2%.
VI. BACKGROUND

A. Low energy backgrounds

The main background sources below about 6.5 MeV for
the solar neutrino events are (1) events coming from out-
side fiducial volume, and (2) 222Rn.

Figure 25 shows a typical vertex distribution of the low
energy events before the Intelligent Trigger selection. Most
of the low energy events occur near the inner detector’s
wall region. They originate from radioactivity of the
PMT’s, black sheet, PMT support structures, and mine
rocks surrounding the SK detector. Though the fiducial
volume is selected to be 2 m from this inner detector
wall, there are a lot of remaining events around the edge
of the fiducial volume. The reconstructed directions of
112001
these remaining, externally produced events in the fiducial
volume are pointed, on average, strongly inward. We have
eliminated most of these external events by using an event
selection based upon vertex and direction information. The
details of this event selection will be explained in
Sec. VII D. Although most of these external events are
eliminated by this cut, some quantity of external events
still remain. These remaining external events are one of the
major backgrounds in this energy region.

Another major source of background in the low energy
region are radioactive daughter particles from the decay of
222Rn. 214Bi, which is one of these daughter particles,
undergoes beta decay with resulting electron energies up
to 3.26 MeV. Because of the limited energy resolution of
the detector, these electrons can be observed in this energy
region.

We have reduced 222Rn in the water by our water puri-
fication system to contribute less than 1 mBq=m3 [1] and
monitor the radon concentration in real-time by several
radon detectors [11–13]. However, the water flow from the
water inlets, located at the bottom of the SK detector, stirs
radon emanated from the inner detector wall into the
fiducial volume [14]. Therefore, there is an event excess
after the external event cut in the detector bottom region as
compared to the top region. We also supply radon-reduced
-15
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TABLE V. Possible radioactive spallation products in Super-
Kamiokande.

Isotope �1=2 (sec) Decay mode Kinetic energy (MeV)
8
2He 0.119 �� 9:67� 0:98 (�)

��n (16%)
8
3Li 0.838 �� �13
8
5B 0.77 �� �13:9
9
3Li 0.178 �� 13.6 (50.5%)

��n (� 50%)
9
6C 0.127 ��p 3� 15
11
3 Li 0.0085 �� 16� 20 (� 50%)

��n �16 (� 50%)
11
4 Be 13.8 �� 11.51 (54.7%)

9:41� 2:1 (�) (31.4%)
12
4 Be 0.0236 �� 11.71
12
5 B 0.0202 �� 13.37
12
7 N 0.0110 �� 16.32
13
5 B 0.0174 �� 13.44
13
8 O 0.0086 �� 13.2, 16.7
14
5 B 0.0138 �� 14:55� 6:09 (�)
15
6 C 2.449 �� 9.77 (36.8%)

4:47� 5:30 (�)
16
6 C 0.747 ��n �4
16
7 N 7.13 �� 10.42 (28.0%)

4:29� 6:13 (�) (66.2%)
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air [14] into the space above the water surface in the SK
tank to prevent radon in the mine air from dissolving into
the purified water. The radon concentration in this radon-
reduced air is less than 3 mBq=m3 and the measured radon
level in the air in the tank is stable at 20� 30 mBq=m3.
Periods of anomalously high radon concentration due to
water system troubles were removed from this analysis.

B. High energy backgrounds

Above about 6.5 MeV, the dominant background source
is radioactive isotopes produced by cosmic ray muons’
spallation process with oxygen nuclei. Some fraction of
downward-going cosmic ray muons interact with oxygen
nuclei in the water and produce various radioactive iso-
topes. These radioisotopes are called ‘‘spallation prod-
ucts.’’ Table V shows a summary of possible spallation
products in SK. The � and/or � particles from the radio-
active spallation products are observed in Super-K, causing
what are called ‘‘spallation events.’’ The spallation events
retain some correlation in time and space with their parent
muons. Using this correlation, we have developed a cut to
remove these spallation background events efficiently. The
details of this cut will be explained in Sec. VII B.

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Noise reduction

The first step of the data reduction is an elimination of
the noise and obvious background events. First of all, the
112001
events with total photoelectrons less than 1000, which
corresponds to �100 MeV, are selected. Next, the follow-
ing data reductions are applied: (a) Events whose time
difference since a previous event was less than 50 � sec
were removed in order to eliminate decay electrons from
stopping muons. (b) Events with an outer detector trigger
and over 20 outer PMT hits were removed in order to
eliminate entering events like cosmic ray muons. (c) A
function to categorize noise events is defined by the ratio of
the number of hit PMT’s with jQj  1:0 p:e: and the total
number of hit PMT’s. Since typical noise events should
have many hits with low charge, events with this ratio
larger than 0.4 were removed. (d) A function which can
recognize an event where most of its hits are clustered in
one electronics ADC-TDC module (ATM) is defined. It is
the ratio of the maximum number of hits in any one module
to the total number of channels (usually 12) in one ATM
module. Events with a larger ratio than 0.95 were removed
as they generally arose due to local radio frequency noise
in one ATM module. (e) Events produced by flasher PMT’s
must be removed. These flasher events often have a rela-
tively larger charge than normal events, therefore they are
recognized using the maximum charge value and the num-
ber of hits around the maximum charge PMT. The slightly
involved criterion is shown in Fig. 26. (f) An additional cut
to remove noise and flasher events is applied using a
combination of a tighter goodness cut (goodness  0:6)
-16
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and a requirement of azimuthal uniformity in the
Cherenkov ring pattern. Good events have a uniform azi-
muth distribution of hit PMT’s along the reconstructed
direction, while flasher events often have a cluster of hit
PMT’s which lead to a nonuniform azimuth distribution.

In this noise reduction, the number of candidate solar
neutrino events went from 3:43� 107 to 1:81� 107 after
applying the 2 m fiducial volume cut and constraining the
energy region from 5.0 to 20.0 MeV. Table VII shows the
reduction step summary.

The loss of solar neutrino signal by the noise reduction is
evaluated to be 0.8% using a Ni�n; ��Ni gamma source at
several edge positions of the inner detector. The difference
between data and MC for this source yields the systematic
error for this series of reductions; it is�1:0% for our solar
neutrino flux measurement. The loss is mainly due to the
flasher cut.

B. Spallation cut

The method to reject spallation products shown in
Sec. VI is described in this section. In order to identify
spallation events, likelihood functions are defined based on
the following parameters:
FIG. 27. �L distribution for each Q ranges,
(i) �

res

(1) Qres < 2:4� 104 p:e:, (2) 2:4� 104 <Qres < 4:8�
L: Distance from a low energy event to the track
of the preceding muon.
104 p:e:, (3) 4:8� 104 <Qres < 9:7� 104 p:e:, (4) 9:7�
(ii) �

104 <Qres < 4:8� 105 p:e:, (5) 4:8� 105 <Qres < 9:7�
T: Time difference from muon event to the low
energy event.
105 p:e:, (6) 9:7� 105 p:e: < Qres. The solid line shows the
(iii) Q

data, and the dashed line shows the random sample.
res: Residual charge of the muon event, Qtotal �
Qunit � L�, where Qtotal is the total charge, Qunit is
the total charge per track length and L� is the
reconstructed track length of the muon track.
Some fraction of muons deposit very large amounts of
energy in the detector and in such cases vertex position
reconstruction is not reliable. Therefore, the spallation
likelihood functions are defined for the following two
cases: in the case of a successful muon track fit,

Lspa��L;�T;Qres� � L�L
spa��L;Qres� � L

�T
spa��T�

� LQres
spa �Qres�; (7.1)

in the case of a failure fit the muon track,

Lspa��T;Qtotal� � L�T
spa��T� � L

Qtotal
spa �Qtotal�; (7.2)

where L�L
spa��L;Qres�, L�T

spa��T�, LQres
spa �Qres�, and

LQtotal
spa �Qtotal� are likelihood functions for �L, �T, andQres.
Figure 27 shows the �L distributions from spallation

candidates for six Qres ranges, and the spallationlike func-
tion is made from these plots. Here, the selection criteria is
�T < 0:1 sec and Neff � 50 (equivalent to 7.2 MeV). The
peak around 0� 100 cm is caused by spallation events and
that around 1500 cm is due to chance coincidence. The
distribution of nonspallation events is calculated using a
sample which shuffles the event times randomly; it is the
dashed line in the figure, and the nonspallationlike function
is also made by these plots. After subtracting the non-
112001
spallation from the spallation function, and taking a ratio
with a random coincidence distribution, L�L

spa��L;Qres�was
obtained.

Figure 28 shows the �T distributions from spallation
candidates for each time range. Here, the selection criteria
is �L< 300 cm and Neff � 50 and Qres < 106 p:e:. These
distributions are fitted with the following function:

L�T
spa��T� �

X7

i�1

Ai

�
1

2

�
�	��T�=�i

1=2



; (7.3)

where �i1=2 are half-life times of typical radioactive ele-
ments produced by spallation and Ai’s are fitting parame-
ters. The evaluated half-life times and radioisotopes are
summarized in Table VI. In order to obtain the likelihood
function for residual charge LQres

spa �Qres�, time correlated
events with low energy events (�T < 0:1 sec , Neff �
50) and noncorrelated events are selected. Figure 29(a)
shows the Qres distribution for spallation and nonspallation
candidates. After subtracting the nonspallation from the
spallation function, the resulting distribution’s fit by a
polynomial function is shown in Fig. 29(b).

To employ the spallation cut, the likelihood values are
calculated for all muons in the previous 100 sec before a
low energy event, and a muon is selected which gives the
-17



TABLE VI. The parameters of the likelihood L�T
spa��T�.

i Radioactivity �i1=2 Ai

1 12
5 B 2:02� 10�2 1:20� 105

2 12
7 N 1:10� 10�2 3:39� 104

3 9
3Li 1:78� 10�1 3:39� 102

4 8
3Li 8:40� 10�1 1:25� 103

5 15
6 C 2.45 1:35� 102

6 16
7 N 7.13 6:76� 102

7 11
4 Be 13.83 7.79
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FIG. 29. (a) Qres distribution for the spallation candidate
events (solid line) and the noncandidate events (dashed line).
(b) Cross marks show the result of subtracting dashed from solid
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maximum likelihood value (Lmax). Figure 30 shows Lmax

distributions for both the successful muon track recon-
struction case and the failed reconstruction case. To be
considered a spallation event the selection criteria are
Lmax > 0:98 (when fit succeeded) and Lmax > 0:92 (when
fit failed).

The dead time for low energy events caused by the
spallation cut is estimated to be 21.1%. This estimation
is calculated using a low energy sample which is shuffled
in time and position. It has some position dependence
because of the SK tank geometry. Figure 31 shows the
position dependence of the dead time as a function of the
distance from the inner barrel wall and the top or bottom
walls. The systematic error due to position dependence is
estimated by comparing between MC and data, and it is
estimated to be �0:2% for flux and �0:1% for day-night
flux difference and other time variations.

C. Ambient background reduction

Even after the fiducial volume cut, some fraction of the
ambient background still remains. It is mainly due to
misreconstruction of the vertex position. In order to re-
-18
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TABLE VII. The summary of number of events remaining
after each reduction step.
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move the remaining background, several cuts to evaluate
the quality of the reconstructed vertex were applied.

1. Fit stability cut.—The goodness value of the vertex
was calculated for points in the region of the reconstructed
vertex position and the sharpness of the goodness distribu-
tion as a function of detector coordinates was evaluated.
First of all, the goodness at �300 grid points around the
original vertex are calculated, and their difference from the
goodness at the reconstructed vertex (�g) is determined.
The number of test points which give a �g more than some
threshold was counted; the threshold is as a function of
energy and vertex position. The ratio of the number of
points over this threshold to the total number of grid points
is defined as Rgrid. The Rgrid distribution of the data is
shown in Fig. 32 along with simulated 8B Monte Carlo
events. Events with Rgrid > 0:08 are rejected as back-
ground. The systematic error of this reduction was eval-
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FIG. 33. The likelihood value distribution defined in Eq. (7.4)
for data (solid line) and MC (dashed line). The dotted line shows
the reduction criteria. Events with a likelihood of less than
�1:85 are rejected.
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uated using LINAC data and MC and the systematic error
for flux measurement is estimated to be �1:0%.

2. Hit pattern cut.—Misreconstructed events often do
not have the expected Cherenkov ring pattern when the hit
PMT’s are viewed from the reconstructed vertex. Also,
some fraction of spallation products like 16N emit multiple
gammas in addition to an electron and so do not fit a single
Cherenkov ring pattern very well. In order to remove those
kind of events, the following likelihood function is defined:
Total 3:43� 107

A. Noise reduction
(a) 2:66� 107

(b) 2:51� 107

(c) 2:50� 107

(d) 2:50� 107

(e) 2:48� 107

(f) 1:81� 107

B. Spallation cut
1:29� 107

C. Ambient B. G. cut
(a) 3:61� 106

(b) 2:72� 106

(c) 1:86� 106

D. Gamma cut
2:96� 105

E. 16N cut
2:87� 105
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L�E; ~x� �

PNhit
i�1 log�f�cos�dir; E; ~x��i

Nhit
: (7.4)

Here, f�cos�dirE; ~x� is the same function as that derived
from MC in Eq. (4.3), but here it depends on energy and
vertex position. Figure 33 shows the likelihood distribution
Eq. (7.4) for data and 8B MC. The events with a likelihood
less than �1:85 are rejected. The systematic error of this
cut is estimated using solar neutrino MC and a sample of
very short lived spallation products; it is �1:0% and
�0:5% for the flux measurement.

3. Fiducial volume cut using the second vertex fitter.—
The 2 m fiducial volume cut using the second vertex
reconstruction described in Sec. IVA is applied.
Figure 34 shows the distance from the wall distribution
of data and MC using the second vertex reconstruction.
Table VII also shows the reduction step summary de-
scribed in this section.

D. Gamma ray cut

The gamma ray cut is used for reduction of external
gamma rays which mainly come from the surrounding
rock, PMT glass, and stainless steel support structure of
the detector. These gamma rays are one of the major
background especially for solar neutrino data.

The distinctive feature of external gamma rays is that
they travel from the outside edge of the SK volume and
continue on to the inside. In order to remove this kind of
event, reconstructed direction and vertex information is
used to define the effective distance from the wall, deff ,
as shown in the inset of the left plot in Fig. 35. As they
emanate from the wall itself, the value deff for external
gamma ray events should be small. Figure 35 also shows
deff distributions for data and MC. The criterion of the
gamma ray cut is determined by maximizing its signifi-
cance; here the number of remaining events after reduction
in data and MC are used to define the significance,
NMC=

����������
Ndata

p
. The gamma ray cut criteria are determined

to be
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Figures 36 and 37 show the vertex and direction distri-
butions before and after the gamma ray cut for real data in
the energy regions E � 6:5 MeV and 5:0 MeV 
E< 6:5 MeV. The inefficiencies introduced by this cut
in the energy regions E � 6:5 MeV and 5:0 MeV  E<
6:5 MeV are estimated to be 6.9% and 22.0%.

Since the gamma ray cut uses reconstructed vertex and
direction, the differences of vertex and angular resolution
between data and MC can introduce systematic errors. In
order to estimate this effect, we shift the reconstructed
vertex and direction of events within the difference of
0

500

10 3

10 4

-1 0 1
direction (x)

-1 0 1
direction (y)

-1 0 1
direction (z)

FIG. 37. Directional distribution (x, y, z) before (blank) and
after (hatched) applying the gamma ray cut. The upper plots
show E � 6:5 MeV, and the lower plots show 5:0 MeV  E<
6:5 MeV.
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data and MC, which are measured by LINAC, and apply
the gamma ray cut to these events. The difference of
reduction efficiency before and after this shift is taken to
be the systematic error for the gamma ray cut. The system-
atic error of this cut for the flux measurement is estimated
to be�0:5%, while for the energy spectrum it is estimated
to be �0:1%.

E. 16N cut
16N background is generated by the capture of �� on

16O nucleus in water:
16O��� ! 16N� ��:

The most probable decay mode of 16N produces a 6.1 MeV
� ray together with a� decay electron of maximum energy
4.3 MeV; its half-life is 7.13 sec.

To tag this kind of event, spatial and time correlations
with captured stopping muons are used. The selection
method is as follows: (1) in order to select only a captured
muon sample, collect a sample of stopping muons which
are not followed by a decay event in 100 � sec , then
(2) select a low energy event sample within 335 cm from
the stopping point of the muon as well as in a time window
of 100 msec to 30 sec following the stopping muon. The
number of such candidate low energy events is 9843 in
1496 days of low energy data. The inefficiency for this
reduction is estimated by using a so-called random sample,
where the time and vertex positions of the events have been
mixed randomly. The same 16N event selection as de-
scribed above is then applied to the random sample, yield-
ing an inefficiency for the 16N cut of 0.49%.

F. Event reduction summary

Figure 38 shows the reduction efficiencies after each
step as a function of energy using MC simulation events.
The efficiency is used as a correction when the energy
spectrum is calculated as described in Sec. VIII D.
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FIG. 38. Summary of the reduction efficiencies on MC.
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Figure 39 shows the event rate after each reduction step
for data and also shows the predicted solar neutrino spec-
trum. Table VII summarizes the numerical results of the
reduction steps. The number of events after all the reduc-
tion steps is 286 557.

VIII. RESULTS

A. Solar neutrino signal extraction

The solar neutrino signal is extracted from the direc-
tional correlation of the recoiling electrons with the inci-
dent neutrinos in �-e scattering. Figure 40 shows cos�sun

where �sun is the angle between the reconstructed recoil
electron direction and the expected neutrino direction (cal-
culated from the position of the sun at the event time).

The solar neutrino flux is extracted by a likelihood fit of
the solar neutrino signal and the background to this distri-
bution. This likelihood function is defined as follows:
5-20 MeV
Super-Kamiokande

θSun

cos θSun

E
ve

nt
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-1.0 -0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0
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  1 

  2 

FIG. 40. Angular distribution of solar neutrino event candi-
dates. The shaded area indicates the elastic scattering peak. The
dotted area is the contribution from background events.
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TABLE VIII. Systematic error of each item (in %).

Flux Seasonal Day-night

Energy scale, resolution �1:6 �1:2
�1:1

�1:2
�1:1

J. HOSAKA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 73, 112001 (2006)
L � e��
P

i
Bi�S�

YNbin

i�1

Yni
j�1

�Bi � bij � S � Yi � sij�: (8.1)
Theoretical uncertainty
for 8B spectrum

�1:1
�1:0

Trigger efficiency �0:4
�0:3 �0:1

Reduction �2:1
�1:6 �0:5

Spallation dead time �0:2 �0:1 �0:1
Gamma ray cut �0:5 �0:25
Vertex shift �1:3
Background shape for

signal extraction
�0:1 �0:4

Angular resolution �1:2
Cross section of �-e scattering �0:5
Livetime calculationa �0:1 �0:1 �0:1

Total �3:5
�3:2 �0:3 �1:3

�1:2

aCaused by the event rate-dependent timing accuracy of our
main data acquisition computer.
We define Nbin � 21 energy bins: 18 energy bins of
0.5 MeV between 5.0 and 14.0 MeV, two energy bins of
1 MeV between 14.0 and 16.0 MeV, and one bin between
16.0 and 20.0 MeV. S is the total number of solar neutrino
signal events, and ni, Bi, and Yi represent the number of
observed events, the number of background events, and the
expected fraction of signal events in the ith energy bin,
respectively. We use two types of probability density func-
tions: p�cos�sun; E� describes the angular shape expected
for solar �e’s of recoil electron energy E (signal events)
and ui�cos�sun� is the background shape in energy bin i.
Each of the ni events in energy bin i is assigned the
background factor bij � ui�cos�ij� and the signal factor
sij � p�cos�ij; Ej�.

The signal shape p�cos�sun; E� is obtained from the
known, strongly forward-peaked angular distribution of
neutrino-electron elastic scattering with smearing due to
multiple scattering and the detector’s angular resolution.
The background shape ui�cos�sun� has no directional cor-
relation with the neutrino direction, but deviates from a flat
shape due to the cylindrical shape of the SK detector: the
number of PMT’s per solid angle depends on the SK zenith
angle. In order to calculate the expected background shape,
we use the angular distribution of data itself. The presence
of solar neutrinos in the sample biases mostly the azimu-
thal distribution, so at first we fit only the zenith angle
distribution and assume the azimuthal distribution to be
flat. We generate toy Monte Carlo directions according to
this fit and calculate cos�sun. We also fit both zenith and
azimuthal distributions, approximately subtracting the so-
lar neutrino events from the sample and repeat the toy
Monte Carlo calculation. We compare the obtained number
of solar neutrino events from both background shapes and
assign the difference as a systematic uncertainty. Since the
azimuthal distributions do not deviate very significantly
from flat distributions, we quote the solar neutrino events
obtained from the first shape (assuming a flat azimuthal
distribution). The dotted area in Fig. 40 shows this back-
ground shape. The systematic uncertainty due to the back-
ground shape is 0.1% for the entire data sample (5.0–
20.0 MeV). If the data sample is divided into a day and a
night sample, the systematic uncertainty is 0.4%. The
amount of background contamination is much less above
10 MeV than it is near the SK-I energy threshold
(5.0 MeV), so small differences in background shape be-
tween the two methods become important only in the
lowest energy bins: between 5.0 and 5.5 MeV, the system-
atic uncertainty is estimated to be 1.2%, between 5.5 and
6.0 MeV 0.4%, and above 6.0 MeV 0.15%.
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B. Observed solar neutrino flux

Figure 40 shows the cos�sun distribution for 1496 days of
SK-I data. The best-fit value for the number of signal
events due to solar neutrinos between 5.0 MeV and
20.0 MeV is calculated by the maximum likelihood method
in Eq. (8.1), and the result for SK-I is 22 404�
226�stat��784

�717�sys�. The corresponding 8B flux is

2:35� 0:02�stat� � 0:08�sys� � 106 cm�2 s�1:

The systematic errors for the solar neutrino flux, sea-
sonal variation, and day-night differences for the energy
range 5.0 MeV to 20.0 MeV are shown in Table VIII. The
detailed explanations are written in each topic’s section,
but the total systematic error for the solar neutrino flux
measurement is estimated to be �3:5%

�3:2% .

C. Time variations of solar neutrino flux

1. Day-night difference

The day time flux and night time flux of solar neutrinos
in SK-I are calculated using events which occurred when
the solar zenith angle cosine was less than and greater than
zero, respectively. The observed fluxes are

�day � 2:32� 0:03�stat��0:08
�0:07�sys� � 106 cm�2 s�1;

�night � 2:37� 0:03�stat��0:08
�0:08�sys� � 106 cm�2 s�1:

Their difference leads to a day-night asymmetry, defined as
A � ��day ��night�=�

1
2 ��day ��night��. We find

A � �0:021� 0:020�stat��0:013
�0:012�sys�:

Including systematic errors, this is less than 1� � from
zero asymmetry. The largest sources of systematic error in
the asymmetry are energy scale and resolution (�0:012

�0:011 ) and
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FIG. 43. The seasonal variation of the solar neutrino flux. The
solid line is the prediction based on the eccentricity of the
Earth’s orbit.
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the nonflat background shape of the cos�sun distribution
(� 0:004). As described in the neutrino oscillation analy-
sis section, we can reduce the statistical uncertainty if we
assume two-neutrino oscillations within the large mixing
angle region. The day-night asymmetry in that case is

A � �0:017� 0:016�stat��0:013
�0:012�sys� � 0:0004�osc�

with the final, tiny additional uncertainty due to the uncer-
tainty of the oscillation parameters themselves. Figure 41
shows the solar neutrino flux as a function of the solar
zenith angle cosine.
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FIG. 42. Solar neutrino flux as a function of time. The binning
of the horizontal axis is 1.5 months. The curve shows the
expected flux time variance. The wavy shape comes from the
eccentricity in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun.
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2. Seasonal variation

Figure 42 shows the monthly variation of the flux, which
each horizontal bin covers 1.5 months. The figure shows
that the experimental operation is very stable.

Figure 43 shows the seasonal variation of solar neutrino
flux. As in Fig. 42, each horizontal time bin is 1.5 months
wide, but in this figure data taken at similar times during
the year over the entire course of SK-I’s data taking has
been combined into single bins. The 1.7% orbital eccen-
tricity of the Earth, which causes about a 7% flux variation
simply due to the inverse square law, is included in the flux
prediction (solid line). The observed flux variation is con-
sistent with the predicted annual modulation. Its �2=d:o:f:
is 4:7=7, which is equivalent to 69% C.L. If we fit the
eccentricity to the Earth’s orbit to the observed SK rate
variation, the perihelion shift is 13� 18 days (with respect
to the true perihelion) and the eccentricity is 2:1� 0:3%
[15]. This is the world’s first observation of the eccentricity
of the Earth’s orbit made with neutrinos. The total system-
atic error on the relative flux values in each seasonal bin is
estimated to�1:3%. The largest sources come from energy
scale and resolution (�1:2%

�1:1% ) and reduction cut efficiency
(� 0:5%), as shown in Table VIII.

D. Energy spectrum

Figure 44 shows the expected and measured recoil elec-
tron energy spectrum. The expected spectrum is calculated
by the detector simulation described in Sec. III, and
BP2004 is used as a solar model. The solid line shows
the expected spectrum of 8B and hep neutrinos, and the
dashed line shows the contribution of only 8B neutrinos.

The observed and expected event rates are summarized
in Tables IX and X. The values in these tables are corrected
by the reduction efficiencies listed in Fig. 38.
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TABLE IX. Observed and expected event rates
rates is events=kton=year. The errors in the observ
corrected by the reduction efficiencies in Fig. 38.
SSM flux values (8B flux is 5:79� 106, hep fl
between the z axis of the detector and the vector

Observed rate
Energy
(MeV)

All
�1  cos�z  1

Day
�1  cos�z 

5.0–5.5 74:7�6:6
�6:5 72:1�9:5

�9:4

5.5–6.0 65:0�3:3
�3:2 64:8�4:7

�4:6

6.0–6.5 61:5�2:4
�2:3 60:2�3:4

�3:3

6.5–7.0 54:1�1:7
�1:7 54:2�2:4

�2:4

7.0–7.5 49:4�1:5
�1:5 49:2�2:2

�2:1

7.5–8.0 44:3�1:4
�1:4 44:8�2:0

�1:9

8.0–8.5 36:3�1:2
�1:2 35:7�1:7

�1:7

8.5–9.0 28:7�1:0
�1:0 26:6�1:5

�1:4

9.0–9.5 25:0�0:9
�0:9 25:4�1:4

�1:3

9.5–10.0 20:8�0:8
�0:8 20:7�1:2

�1:1

10.0–10.5 16:2�0:7
�0:7 15:7�1:0

�0:9

10.5–11.0 11:2�0:6
�0:5 10:9�0:8

�0:7

11.0–11.5 9:85�0:51
�0:49 9:65�0:74

�0:68

11.5–12.0 6:79�0:42
�0:40 7:14�0:63

�0:58

12.0–12.5 5:13�0:36
�0:33 5:05�0:52

�0:47

12.5–13.0 3:65�0:30
�0:28 3:96�0:46

�0:41

13.0–13.5 2:46�0:25
�0:23 2:56�0:38

�0:33

13.5–14.0 2:02�0:22
�0:20 1:95�0:32

�0:27

14.0–15.0 1:72�0:21
�0:19 1:60�0:31

�0:25

15.0–16.0 0:949�0:157
�0:133 0:750�0:218

�0:165

16.0–20.0 0:341�0:103
�0:077 0:240�0:148

�0:093
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FIG. 44. Energy spectrum of the solar neutrino signal. The
horizontal axis is the total energy of the recoil electrons. The
vertical axis is the event rate of the observed solar neutrino signal
events. The error bars are a quadrature of the statistical and
uncorrelated errors. The reduction efficiencies in Fig. 38 are
corrected. BP2004 SSM flux values are used for the 8B and hep
MC fluxes in this plot. The dashed line shows the contribution of
only 8B.
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The uncorrelated and correlated systematic errors for
each energy bin are shown in Tables XI and XII,
respectively.

E. Hep solar neutrino

The expected hep neutrino flux is 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than the 8B solar neutrino flux. However, since the
end point of the hep neutrino spectrum is about 18.8 MeV
compared to about 16 MeV for the 8B neutrinos, the high
energy end of the 8B spectrum should be relatively en-
riched with hep neutrinos. In order to discuss the flux of
hep neutrinos, the most sensitive energy region for hep
neutrino was estimated, then, assuming all the signal
events in this energy region were due to hep neutrinos,
an upper limit of the hep solar neutrino flux was obtained.
Any possible effects from neutrino oscillations were not
considered in this analysis.

Figure 45 shows the expected integral energy distribu-
tions for solar neutrinos. In the high energy region, the
relative hep contribution is high, but the expected number
of events is small because of the limited observation time.
For this analysis, the best energy aperture for the hep solar
in each energy bin at 1 AU. The unit of the
ed rates are statistical only. All the values are
The expected event rates are for the BP2004

ux is 7:88� 103=cm2= sec ). �z is the angle
from the Sun to the detector.

Expected rate

0
Night

0< cos�z  1

8B hep

77:1�9:2
�9:0 182.9 0.312

65:1�4:6
�4:5 167.7 0.309

62:6�3:3
�3:2 151.9 0.294

53:9�2:4
�2:3 135.3 0.284

49:6�2:1
�2:1 119.2 0.266

43:8�1:9
�1:9 103.5 0.249

36:8�1:7
�1:7 88.3 0.236

30:6�1:5
�1:4 74.1 0.221

24:6�1:3
�1:2 61.4 0.196

20:8�1:2
�1:1 49.9 0.185

16:7�1:0
�0:9 39.6 0.167

11:5�0:8
�0:8 30.7 0.149

10:03�0:73
�0:68 23.28 0.130

6:47�0:58
�0:53 17.27 0.118

5:21�0:51
�0:46 12.45 0.098

3:38�0:41
�0:36 8.76 0.090

2:37�0:35
�0:30 5.94 0.073

2:09�0:32
�0:27 3.88 0.060

1:85�0:31
�0:26 4.01 0.094

1:136�0:238
�0:192 1.439 0.057

0:423�0:156
�0:109 0.611 0.068
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TABLE XI. Energy-uncorrelated systematic errors for each energy bin.

Energy (MeV) 5–5.5 5.5–6 6–6.5 6.5–7 7–

Trigger efficiency �2:5
�1:5

�0:8
�0:6 �0:1 �0:2

Reduction �0:9 �0:9 �0:9 �0:9 �0:9
Gamma ray cut �0:1 �0:1 �0:1 �0:1 �0:1
Vertex shift �0:2 �0:2 �0:2 �0:2 �0:2
Background shape for signal extraction �0:6 �0:5 �0:1 �0:1 �0:1
Angular resolution �2:3 �1:0 �1:0 �1:0 �1:0
Cross section of �-e attering �0:2 �0:2 �0:2 �0:2 �0:2

Total �3:5
�29

�1:7
�1:6 �1:4 �1:5 �1:4

TABLE X. Observed and expected event rates in each zenith-spectra data set at a 1 AU distance from the Sun. The unit of the rates is
events=kton=year. The errors in the observed rates are statistical only. All the values are corrected by the reduction efficiencies in
Fig. 38. The expected event rates are for the BP2004 SSM flux values. �z is the angle between the z axis of the detector and the vector
from the Sun to the detector.

Observed rate Expected rate
Energy
(MeV)

Day
cos�z: �1� 0

Mantle1
0� 0:16

Mantle2
0:16� 0:33

Mantle3
0:33� 0:50

Mantle4
0:50� 0:67

Mantle5
0:67� 0:84

Core
0:84� 1

8B hep

5.5–6.5 127:�6:
�6: 124:�15:

�15: 106:�14:
�14: 132:�13:

�12: 146:�13:
�12: 140:�14:

�13: 119:�15:
�14: 320. 0.603

6.5–8.0 149:�4:
�4: 166:�11:

�10: 158:�10:
�9: 137:�8:

�8: 150:�8:
�8: 141:�9:

�9: 137:�10:
�9: 358. 0.799

8.0–9.5 87:8�2:6
�2:6 90:7�7:2

�6:8 92:1�6:7
�6:4 90:5�5:8

�5:5 99:8�5:9
�5:6 90:3�6:4

�6:0 88:5�7:0
�6:6 223.8 0.653

9.5–11.5 57:1�1:9
�1:8 56:5�5:2

�4:8 63:3�5:0
�4:6 56:8�4:1

�3:9 59:6�4:2
�3:9 60:1�4:6

�4:3 60:9�5:2
�4:8 143.4 0.631

11.5–13.5 18:7�1:0
�0:9 20:0�2:8

�2:4 13:8�2:3
�2:0 15:3�2:0

�1:8 19:5�2:2
�2:0 17:0�2:3

�2:0 20:4�2:7
�2:3 44.4 0.379

13.5–16.0 4:28�0:48
�0:43 4:78�1:45

�1:08 6:97�1:56
�1:24 5:82�1:22

�0:98 5:58�1:19
�0:95 3:70�1:14

�0:85 3:93�1:27
�0:93 9.33 0.211

TABLE XII. Energy-correlated systematic errors for each of
the 21 energy bins.

Energy Scale (%) Resolution (%) Theory (%)

5.0–5.5 �0:1 0:0 �0:2 �0:2 �0:1 0:0
5.5–6.0 �0:1 �0:1 �0:2 �0:2 0:0 �0:1
6.0–6.5 �0:3 �0:2 �0:2 �0:2 �0:1 �0:1
6.5–7.0 �0:5 �0:4 �0:2 �0:2 �0:3 �0:2
7.0–7.5 �0:7 �0:6 �0:2 �0:2 �0:4 �0:4
7.5–8.0 �0:9 �0:9 �0:2 �0:2 �0:5 �0:5
8.0–8.5 �1:1 �1:1 �0:2 �0:2 �0:7 �0:7
8.5–9.0 �1:4 �1:4 �0:1 �0:1 �0:9 �0:9
9.0–9.5 �1:7 �1:8 �0:1 �0:1 �1:1 �1:1
9.5–10.0 �1:9 �2:1 0:0 0:0 �1:3 �1:4
10.0–10.5 �2:3 �2:5 �0:1 �0:1 �1:5 �1:7
10.5–11.0 �2:6 �2:8 �0:3 �0:2 �1:8 �2:0
11.0–11.5 �3:0 �3:2 �0:5 �0:4 �2:1 �2:3
11.5–12.0 �3:4 �3:6 �0:8 �0:7 �2:4 �2:6
12.0–12.5 �3:8 �4:1 �1:1 �0:9 �2:7 �3:0
12.5–13.0 �4:3 �4:5 �1:4 �1:3 �3:1 �3:3
13.0–13.5 �4:8 �5:0 �1:9 �1:7 �3:4 �3:8
13.5–14.0 �5:4 �5:5 �2:4 �2:2 �3:8 �4:2
14.0–15.0 �6:3 �6:3 �3:3 �3:1 �4:4 �5:0
15.0–16.0 �7:7 �7:6 �4:9 �4:7 �5:1 �6:2
16.0–20.0 �9:9 �10:2 �8:1 �8:2 �5:6 �8:7
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FIG. 45. Integral energy distributions for the hep solar
neutrino analysis. The horizontal axis is the energy threshold
of the recoil electrons. The integration is up to 21.0 MeV.
Upper plot: the vertical axis is the expected number of
events in SK-I’s 1496 day final data sample after all cuts. The
solid and dashed lines correspond to the hep solar neutrino
only and the 8B� hep 90% C.L. upper limit. Lower plot: the
ratio of the two histograms in the upper plot (dashed line/solid
line).
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neutrinos was determined to be 18:0� 21:0 MeV. In this
energy region 0.90 hep solar neutrino events are expected
from the predicted BP2004 standard solar model (SSM)
rate.

Applying the same signal extraction method to the data
events in the 18:0� 21:0 MeV region, we found 4:9� 2:7
solar neutrino signal events. Assuming that all of these
events are due to hep neutrinos, the 90% confidence level
upper limit of the hep neutrino flux was 73�
103 cm�2 s�1. Figure 46 shows the differential energy
spectrum of solar neutrino signals in the high energy
region.
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its path through the Earth. The electron density is obtained from
this by multiplying by 0:497 mol=cm3 for the mantle and
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IX. SOLAR NEUTRINO OSCILLATION ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

Two-neutrino oscillations are so far sufficient to explain
and describe all measured solar neutrino phenomena. The
flavor eigenstates �e and �x (where �x is either �� or �� or
an admixture of both) describe weak interactions of neu-
trinos and electrons or nucleons. Only solar �e’s can par-
ticipate in charged-current reactions, since the solar
neutrino energy is below the � mass threshold. These
flavor eigenstates are related to the mass eigenstates �1

and �2 via the unitary mixing matrix U, which for two
neutrinos can be expressed in terms of a single parameter,
the weak mixing angle �:

U �
cos� sin�
� sin� cos�

� �
:

In vacuum, the neutrino wave function oscillates in space

with a frequency of
������������������
p2 �m2

p
� p�m2=2p leading to an

oscillatory transition probability of the flavor eigenstates
112001
pe!x � px!e � sin22�sin2

�
�

L
Losc

�
; (9.1)

where the oscillation length Losc �
�

1:27
E

�m2 . In a medium
of matter density �, the small angle scattering of the �e
flavor differs (due to the additional charged-current ampli-
tude) from the �x flavor; this can be described with a matter
potential �V���. The transition probability is still given by
Eq. (9.1) but with the ‘‘effective’’ oscillation length and
mixing angle

Leff �
�

1:27
��������������������������������������������������������������������������
�2�V � �m2

E cos2��2 � ��m
2

E sin2��2
q ;

tan2�eff �
�m2

E sin2�

2�V � �m2

E cos2�
:

These relations are valid only for a constant matter poten-
tial (and therefore constant matter density). We calculate
the oscillation probability by means of a numerical simu-
lation using the position-dependent matter density profile
in the Sun and Earth (shown in Fig. 47).

As noted by Mikheyev, Smirnov, and Wolfenstein
(MSW) [16], the matter density in the Sun (see Fig. 47)
is large enough for a resonance (�V � � �m2

2E cos2�) to
occur, producing effective maximal mixing (�eff �

�
4 )

even if the fundamental mixing � is small. The solar
and terrestrial matter densities influence the transition
probability for solar neutrinos between �m2=E �
10�9 eV2=MeV and � 10�5 eV2=MeV (MSW range).
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For the so-called large mixing angle (LMA: � � �=6)
MSW ‘‘solution’’ to the solar neutrino problem, �m2 is
chosen so that the solar neutrino spectrum lies at the ‘‘end’’
of this range (near 10�5 eV2=MeV). It explains all ob-
served solar neutrino interaction rates. In the case of the
small mixing angle (SMA: � � 0:05) MSW solution,
which also explains all observed rates, the solar neutrino
spectrum must be placed near 10�7 eV2=MeV (closer to
the center of the MSW range). Other large angle solutions
exist as well: the low �m2 solution (LOW) lies near the
‘‘beginning’’ of the MSW range (10�8 eV2=MeV), while
the (quasi-) vacuum (VAC) solutions are ‘‘below’’ the
MSW range (10�12 eV2=MeV to 10�11 eV2=MeV).

To calculate the solar neutrino interaction rate on Earth,
three steps are required: (i) the probability p1 (p2) of a
solar neutrino, which is born as �e in the core of the Sun, to
emerge at the surface as �1 (�2), (ii) coherent or incoherent
propagation of the �1, �2 admixture to the surface of the
Earth, (iii) the probability p1e (p2e) for a �1 (�2) neutrino
to appear as �e in the detector (after propagation through
part of the Earth, if the Sun is below the horizon, using the
PREM [17] density profile of the Earth as shown in
Fig. 47). In and above the MSW range of �m2=E, the
distance between the Sun and the Earth is much larger than
the vacuum oscillation length, so the propagation (ii) can
be assumed to be incoherent. In that case, the total survival
probability of the �e flavor is

pe � p1 � p1e � p2 � p2e � 2p1p1e � 1� p1 � p1e;

where p1 and p1e are computed numerically. Below the
MSW range, both the solar and terrestrial matter densities
can be neglected. However, the distance L between the Sun
and the Earth approaches the oscillation length, so (ii) must
be done coherently, and the survival probability of the �e
flavor is

pe � 1� pe!x � 1� sin22�sin2

�
�

L
Losc

�

using Eq. (9.1). Figure 48 shows (as an example) the
survival probability of 8B neutrinos. Other solar neutrino
branches may have slightly different probabilities, because
the radial distributions of the neutrino production location
differ.

Neutrino oscillations impact SK data in three indepen-
dent ways: (i) Since electron neutrinos have a much larger
elastic scattering cross section than other flavors, neutrino
oscillations reduce the rate of solar neutrino interactions.
(ii) The spectrum of recoil electrons is distorted due to the
energy dependence of the survival probability. (iii) The
influence of the Earth’s matter on the survival probability
induces an apparent time dependence of the solar neutrino
interaction rate with a 24-hour period. The amplitude of
112001
that time dependence is expressed in the day/night asym-
metry D�N

0:5�D�N� where D (N) is the averaged interaction rate
during the day (night). Because of the eccentricity of the
Earth’s orbit, the distance between Sun and Earth changes
periodically. Since the survival probability depends on this
distance (if the neutrinos propagate coherently), this leads
to another time variation (with a 365-day period) expressed
in the summer/winter asymmetry S�W

0:5�S�W� where S (W) is
the averaged interaction rate during the summer (winter),
corrected for the 1=r2 dependence of the solar neutrino
intensity. The day/night and summer/winter variations can-
not both be present in the SK data, since above a �m2 of
about 10�8 eV2 neutrinos propagate incoherently and be-
low 10�8 eV2 the Earth’s matter effects on the survival
probability are negligible. Figure 49 depicts the expected
SK day/night asymmetry and Fig. 50 the summer/winter
asymmetry, depending on the oscillation parameters. They
also show the SK sensitivity to distortions of the recoil
electron spectrum.

Using the survival probability pe, the neutrino interac-
tion rate due to the neutrino spectrum I�E�� at SK is
-27
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rosc �
Z E1

E0

dE
Z
E�
dE�I�E��

Z
Ee
dEeR�Ee; E�

� �Se�E�; Ee�pe � Sx�E�; Ee��1� pe��;

where Se;x�E�; Ee� describe the probability that the elastic
scattering of a �e;x of energy E� with electrons produces a
recoil electron of energy Ee. The Super-Kamiokande de-
tector response is given by R�Ee; E�, which describes the
probability that a recoil electron of energy Ee is recon-
structed with energy E. The rate r � rnoosc expected with-
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out oscillation is obtained by setting pe to 1. Since pe is
different for each neutrino species (pp, 8B, hep, etc.), the
calculation must be repeated for each relevant species.
Because of its recoil electron energy threshold of
5.0 MeV, Super-Kamiokande-I is only sensitive to 8B and
hep neutrinos. The oscillation analysis was performed by
two methods: the first method subdivides the data sample
in both recoil electron energy and solar zenith angle (zenith
spectrum), while the second method uses only energy bins
and searches for time variations by means of an unbinned
likelihood (unbinned time variation).

B. Analysis of the zenith spectrum �2

If Bosc
i;z (Hosc

i;z ) denote the expected 8B (hep) neutrino
induced rate in energy bin i and zenith angle bin z and
Di;z the measured rate, the quantities b, h, and d are defined
as follows:

bi;z �
Bosc
i;z

Bi;z �Hi;z
;

hi;z �
Hosc
i;z

Bi;z �Hi;z
; and di;z �

Di;z

Bi;z �Hi;z
:

For d, the rate calculations in the denominator use a full
Monte Carlo simulation of the Super-Kamiokande detec-
tor. Figure 51 shows the average d in 21 and 8 energy bins.
In Fig. 52, the individual di;z are shown for 6 solar zenith
angle bins. Now all zenith angle bins are combined into
vectors. The rate difference vector

~� i��;�� � �� � ~bi � � � ~hi� � f�Ei; B; S; R� � ~di
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allows for arbitrary total neutrino fluxes through the free
parameters � and �. The combined rate predictions � ~bi �
� ~hi are modified by the energy-shape factors

f�Ei; B; S; R� � fB�Ei; B� � fS�Ei; S� � fR�Ei; R�

with B describing the 8B neutrino spectrum shape uncer-
tainty, S describing the uncertainty of the SK energy scale
(0.64%) and R describing the uncertainty of the SK
energy resolution (2.5%). The n� n matrices Vi (n is the
number of zenith angle bins) describe statistical and
energy-uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. Those sys-
tematic uncertainties are assumed to be fully correlated in
zenith angle.

To construct the Vi, we transform the rate vectors from
the zenith angle basis to a new basis: the first component
gives the average rate, the second component the day/night
difference, the third component the difference between the
rate of the mantle 1 bin and the other night bins, etc. This is
achieved by multiplying ~�i by the nonsingular matrix S
which depends on the livetimes of each zenith angle bin:
~�0i � S � ~�

S �

L1=L1!n L2=L1!n � � � Ln=L1!n

�1 L2=L2!n � � � Ln=L2!n

0 �1 � � � Ln=L3!n

..

. ..
.

� � � ..
.

0 � � � �1 1

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA;

where Lz is the livetime of zenith angle bin z and Lz!n �Pn
z0�z Lz0 . The �2 quadratic form ~�T

i � V�1
i �

~�i transforms
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as V 0i � S � Vi � S
T (�S � Vi � ST��1 � ST�1 � V�1

i � S
�1).

Since in this new basis, the first component of ~�0i is the
livetime-averaged rate difference of energy bin i, the
energy-uncorrelated systematic uncertainties �2

i;u (as-
sumed to be fully correlated in zenith angle) can simply
be added to the statistical uncertainties S � Vi;stat � S

T :

S � Vi � ST � S � Vi;stat � ST �

�2
i;u 0 � � � 0
0 0 � � � 0
..
. ..

.
� � � ..

.

0 0 � � � 0

0BBBB@
1CCCCA:

Of course, Vi;stat is diagonal. If �i;u is asymmetric, two
error matrices Vi� and Vi� are constructed. The sign of �0i;1
(livetime-averaged rate difference) decides if ~�T

i � V
�1
i� �

~�i or ~�T
i � V

�1
i� �

~�i contributes to the �2

�2
0 �

Xm
i�1

~�T
i � V

�1
i �

~�i: (9.2)

For any given parameters k, �2
0 is just a quadratic form

in the neutrino flux factors � and � and can be written as

�2
0 � �2

m � ~�TC0
~� with 
 �

�� �min

�� �min

� �
;

where the 2� 2 curvature matrix C0 is the inverse of the
covariance matrix for � and �. This matrix C0 must there-
fore be inversely proportional to the combined uncertainty
of all data bins:

1

�2
0

�
Xm
i�1

1

�2
stat;i � �

2
i;u

with
1

�2
stat;i

�
Xn
z�1

1

�2
stat;i;z

:

However, the energy-uncorrelated systematic uncertainties
�i;u do not reflect the total uncertainty of the SK rate. For
example, the uncertainty in the fiducial volume due to a
systematic vertex shift cancels for the spectrum shape and
is therefore not included in �i;u. If the spectrum data is
used to constrain the total rate, the total uncertainty of that
rate (�0) therefore neglects that part (called �r) of the
systematic uncertainty which cancels for the spectrum.
While �r is fully correlated in both energy and zenith
angle, it is not covered by the energy-correlated uncertain-
ties either, which reflect only the uncertainties in the 8B
neutrino spectrum, the SK energy scale, and the SK energy
resolution. To take �r into account �2

0 is modified to

�2
1 � �2

m � ~�TC1
�� with C1 �

�2
0

�2
0 � �

2
r
� C0;

which has the same minimum as �2
0 but allows an enlarged

range of parameters �, �. The total �2 for the SK zenith
spectrum shape is then
-29
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�2
SK � min

�
�2

1��;�; B; S; R� �
�
B
�B

�
2
�

�
S
�S

�
2

�

�
R
�R

�
2
�
; (9.3)

where all k as well as �, � are minimized. To constrain
the 8B flux, the term ���1

�f
�2 is added.

C. Unbinned time-variation analysis

In a different approach to combine time-variation and
spectrum constraints we form the total likelihood L mod-
ifying the solar signal factors sij of Eq. (8.1) to

sij � p�cos�ij; Ej� �
ri�tj�

rav
i

; (9.4)

where tj is the event time, ri�t� the predicted time depen-
dence of the solar neutrino interaction rate in energy bin i,
and rav

i the predicted time-averaged rate. Figure 53 shows
the expected solar zenith angle dependence ri�cos�z� in
each energy bin for a typical LMA solution. The recoil
electron spectrum enters this likelihood through the weight
factors Yi of Eq. (8.1), so the likelihood needs to add terms
like those in Eq. (9.3) to account for energy-correlated
systematic uncertainties. The definition of energy bins is
the same as in Eq. (8.1): This analysis uses 21 energy bins
compared to 8 energy bins for the zenith spectrum.

Because of the large number of solar neutrino candi-
dates, the maximization of this likelihood is too slow to be
practical. We therefore split it into

logL � �logL� logLav� � logLav;

where Lav is the likelihood without the time variations,
which means that it depends only on the average rates in
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each recoil electron energy bin. We can cast this in terms of
a �2 � �2 logL:

�2 � ��2
tv � �

2
av with ��2

tv � �2�logL� logLav�:

(9.5)

The first term of ��2
tv uses the time-dependent solar signal

factors of Eq. (9.4) while the second term is the same as
Eq. (8.1). The spectrum weights Yi occurring in that equa-
tion are determined from the oscillated predicted spectrum.
This predicted spectrum is formed using the 8B and hep
neutrino fluxes as well as the systematic uncertainty pa-
rameters B, �B, and S. The values of these five parame-
ters result from a fit to the (time-averaged) SK spectrum
data. The dark gray areas in Fig. 54 are excluded at 95%
C.L. by this ��2

tv.
All systematic uncertainties are assumed to be fully

correlated in zenith angle or any other time-variation vari-
able. Since the sensitivity is dominated by statistical un-
certainties, this assumption is not a serious limitation. We
found the statistical likelihood in each energy bin i to be
very close to a simple Gaussian form, so �2

av takes the same
form as Eq. (9.3) but replacing Eq. (9.2) with

�2
0 �

XNbin

i�1

�
�i

�i

�
2
; (9.6)

where �i has only one zenith angle bin (between �1<
cos�z < 1)

�i��;�� � �� � bi � � � hi� � f�Ei; B; S; R� � di;

and �2
i � �2

i;stat � �
2
i;u is the total energy-uncorrelated

uncertainty in that bin. The regions colored in red in
Fig. 54 are excluded at 95% C.L. using �2

av without the
term constraining the 8B neutrino flux.
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95% C.L. The graphs at the top (and right) show the �2 difference as a function of tan2� (�m2) alone where the �m2 (tan2�) is chosen
to minimize �2. The lines inside the contours show which �m2 (tan2�) is chosen.
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D. Oscillation constraints from SK

The combined excluded areas (from �2 � �2
av � ��2

tv)
at 95% C.L. are shown inside the solid line in the left panel
of Fig. 54. The right panel of the same figure compares
these areas to the excluded areas from the zenith spectrum
analysis. Both contours are quite similar, however the
unbinned time-variation analysis has more stringent limits
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FIG. 56. (a) Allowed area at 95% C.L. from the combination of SK
graphs at the top (right) show the �2 difference as a function of only
based on KamLAND [20] data. (b) Allowed area at 95% C.L. from
with KamLAND results. The lines inside the contours show the bes
scale on both axes. Only LMA-I remains allowed.
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on the time variation (note the region 10�6 eV2 <�m2 <
10�5 eV2 at tan2� � 10�3 and tan2� > 1). Because of the
larger number of energy bins, the likelihood analysis has
also larger excluded areas in the vacuum region and at
�m2 � 10�4 eV2. If we include the last term in Eq. (9.6),
we get the allowed regions (95% C.L.) shown in Fig. 55
which depend on the total 8B neutrino flux measurement of
Solar & KamLAND
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and SNO. Overlaid is the area allowed by KamLAND data. The
tan2� (�m2); the solid line is the SK/SNO fit, the dotted line is

the combination of SK/SNO (gray) and all solar data (dark gray)
t-fit �m2 (tan2�) given a particular tan2� (�m2). Note the linear
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FIG. 57 (color). Day/Night amplitude fit depending on �m2.
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assumed to be tan2� � 0:44. Overlaid (red line) is the expected
amplitude and (blue lines) the 2� boundaries of the amplitude
fit.
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SNO [18]. The best fit is in the LMA region at tan2� �
0:52 and �m2 � 6:3� 10�5 eV2 (�m2 � 7:6�
10�5 eV2) for the unbinned time-variation analysis (zenith
spectrum analysis) where a day/night asymmetry of �
2:1% (� 1:5%) is expected and �1:8� 1:6% (� 1:7�
1:6%) is found. (Here, the uncertainties do not include
systematic effects.) The �2 is 17.3 for 20 degrees of free-
dom (63% C.L.). The 8B flux is fit to 4:91� 106= cm2 s.
The �2

av of the SK spectrum and rate is 18.5 for 20 degrees
of freedom (55% C.L.). The �2 analysis of the zenith
spectrum gives a minimum �2 of 39.0 with 43 degrees of
freedom (65% C.L.). The 8B flux is fit to 4:86�
106= cm2 s. Figure 55 also shows the �2 as a function of
tan2� alone where a �m2 is chosen for each tan2� to
minimize �2: SK data excludes small mixing at more
than 3�. SK data also disfavors �m2 > 10�3 eV2 and 2�
10�9 eV2 < �m2 < 3� 10�5 eV2 (see the plot in the
right panel, where �2 is minimized with respect to
tan2�). Again, the unbinned time-variation analysis has
more stringent oscillation constraints and favors the
LMA region more strongly.

E. Combined oscillation constraints from
several experiments

Stronger constraints on �m2 result from the combina-
tion of the SK measurements with other solar neutrino
data. The 95% C.L. allowed region of Fig. 56 includes in
addition to the SK data the SNO measurements of the
charged-current interaction rate (and day/night asymme-
try) of solar electron neutrinos with deuterons [19]; only
LMA solutions survive. Overlaid are the contours allowed
by the KamLAND reactor neutrino spectrum [20].
Figure 56 shows the allowed contours of a combined fit
to SK, SNO, and KamLAND data. SK and SNO remove
the ambiguities in �m2 and tan2� of KamLAND and
tighten the constraint on the mixing angle. When the
charged-current rates measured by Homestake,
GALLEX, and SAGE [21] are included as well, the al-
lowed LMA solutions are further reduced. However, in this
case the fit relies on the SSM predictions of the pp, pep,
CNO and 7Be neutrino fluxes.

F. Solar day/night effect

Even though KamLAND provides by far the best con-
straint on the solar �m2, it is interesting to study the solar
constraints as well. The upper bound arises from the ratios
of the electron-neutrino elastic scattering rate in SK, the
charged-current neutrino interactions in SNO and
Homestake, and the neutral-current neutrino interactions
in SNO. The lower bound is due to the solar neutrino day/
night effect. As described in [15], we fit the amplitude of
this variation to our data and compare it to the expected
amplitude. For this fit, only the amplitude of the day/night
variation is varied, the shape is fixed to the calculated
shape for a particular �m2 and tan2� (see Fig. 53 for a
112001
typical LMA solution). Demanding consistency between
expected and observed amplitude, we obtain a range of 5�
10�5 eV2 <�m2 < 12� 10�5 eV2 at the 1� level and a
lower bound of 3� 10�5 eV2 < �m2 at the 2� level
(tan2� � 0:44). This agrees very well with the
KamLAND measurement of 7:9� 10�5 eV2. Conversely,
if we confine �m2 to the 3� range 7� 10�5 eV2 <
�m2 < 9� 10�5 eV2 allowed by KamLAND, the ampli-
tude fit varies only very slightly. In that range the measured
SK day/night variation amplitude corresponds to a day/
night asymmetry of �1:7%� 1:6%�stat��1:3

�1:2�
�syst� � 0:04%��m2� while the expected asymmetry
ranges from �1:7% to �1:0%. At the SK best-fit �m2 �
6:3� 10�5 eV2, the day/night amplitude fit corresponds to
the asymmetry �1:8%� 1:6%�stat��1:3

�1:2�syst�.
X. CONCLUSION

Solar neutrino measurements using neutrino-electron
scattering in the Super-Kamiokande detector are described.
We obtained 1496 effective days of data in the time period
of May 31, 1996, through July 15, 2001. The analysis
threshold was 6.5 MeV for the first 280 days, and
5.0 MeV for the remaining 1216 days. The observed inter-
action rate corresponds to a 8B solar electron-neutrino flux
of 2:35� 0:02� 0:08� 106 cm�2 sec�1. We searched for
periodic time variations of this rate and found only the
expected seasonal variation caused by the eccentricity of
the Earth’s orbit. The energy spectrum of the recoiling
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electron is consistent with an undistorted solar 8B neutrino
spectrum. Based on these results the solar neutrino oscil-
lation analysis imposes strong constraints on the oscillation
parameters, selecting large mixing and favoring the large
mixing angle solution. The combination with data from
other experiments confirms the large mixing angle solution
and further reduces the uncertainty in the oscillation pa-
rameters. Demanding consistency between expected and
observed amplitude, we obtain a range of 5� 10�5 eV2 <
�m2 < 12� 10�5 eV2 at the 1� level and a lower bound
of 3� 10�5 eV2 < �m2 at the 2� level (tan2 � 0:44) as
shown in Fig. 57.
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